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¥he Art of AgricuttttW is based updn thd Science of

Chemistry. There can be no intelligent cultivatioti ot

the soil without some knowledge of the leiiding princi-

ples of chemical science. The acquisition of dUch

knowledge hecomes possible, and Indeed easy, when
the pupil is made acquainted With the peculiarities of

language and the n&ture of the formulse and equations

employ<Fid by chemists. An acquaintance with these

modes of expression is required for ^^e purpose of

convoying chemical ideas with the necessary precision,

and nd attempt should be made to teach chemistry

without their use.

The rules for the fbrumtion of Chemical Ternid aud
Symbols, and for the construction of formula and
chemical equations, are exceedingly simple ; and chemi-

cal language and notation, instead of interposing diM-

ciilties in the* pupil's way (as id feated by many
persons), en the contrary, render clear and easily com-

preheh^ible what would otherwise appear obscure and
confused. This is the sole reason why they are used.

The work of the Agriculturist is t6 convert matter

in the soil. Which would otherwise be useless to man,

into Useful njrops, and to convert the whole, or a por-

tion, of such ctops, into flesh, wool, butter, and other

animal products. The processes by which these con-

versions are accomplished depend upon chemical laws,

according to which all changes of matter take place.

Matter, or material, of whatever nature or aspect, is

either (1) Simple, consisting of one kind and hot

capable of yielding any other, or (2) Compound, that

is, Umm^ tip of two or more other kinds of matter

which are fimple. When a substance consists of only

,one kind of matter, it is said to be elementiiry) this

litimate fbtkn of matter |s,ca(tQd an BjiBmbnI^. The

c
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Jt. INTRODUCTION.

number of such Elements discovered up to the present

time (February, 1880,) is eighty, of which sixty-four

are Metals and sixteen Non-Metallic Elements, or, as

they are sometimes called. Metalloids. The metals are

mostly solid bodies at ordinary temperatures, one

(Mercury) is liquid, and many of them can be convert-

ed into gases by iieat. Certain of the non-metallic

elements, Carbon, Sulphur, Phosphorus, &c., are like-

wise solid, one (Bromine) is liquid, and several

(Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Chlorine) are gaseous

at ordinary temperatures. Those that are solid or

liquid can mostly be converted into gases by heat,

and those that arc gaseous can be condensed by pres-

sure and lowering of temperature into liquids or solids.

This difference of condition, whether the elements be

solid, liquid or gaseous, does not necessarily represent

a chemical difference.

Chemically the Elements may exist in two condi-

tions, (I) In the free state, (2) Chemically combined.

The atmosphere consists mainly of two gaseous Ele-

ments, Nitrogen and Oxygen, mixed mechanically, in

the proportion of about four parts of the former to one
of the latter. When thus mixed each Element retains its

own properties unimpaired except by dilution. It is

quite otherwise when the Elements combine chemically.

Two or more Elements chemically combined form a

Chemical Compowd. In such a compound certain

properties of the Elements composing it are no longer

displayed. The Elements, when they unite, counteract

each other's activities as it were, and the compound
acquires properties which the elements did not possess

when free. Hydrogen is a gas ; Oxygen is also a gas.

When these two unite, heat and light are evolved, and
a compound is produced, consisting of the two gases,

but quite different from both in its properties. That
compound is Wate:.', which is chemically an Oxide of

H^djrogen. |i»is not capable either of burning or o£f
'^K' ^ -^ f
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supporting combustion, but can unite with other oxides

to form new and more complex compounds. Sodium is

a soft shining metal, Chlorine a suffocating gas. When
they combine the resulting compound is common salt.

All the Elements have Names by which they are

distinguished, and the compounds formed by their

union have likewise names expressive of their com-
position. Sodium and Chlorine, when they combine,

form, as we have seen, common salt, the chemical

name for which is Sodium Chloride, that is a com-
pound of Sodium and Chlorine. Carbon (the most
familiar form of which is charcoal) combines with

Oxygen in two proportions, and the two resulting

compounds are called repectively Carbon Monoxide,
' and Carbon Dioxide, to indicate that in the first there

is one atom of Oxygen, and in the second two ; this

latter substance was first known as fixed air, and is still

often called Carbonic Acid Gas, a name given to it

before our present system of chemical nomenclature

was made as perfect as it now is. A compound of

Oxygen and one other Element is called an Oxide, of

Chlorine and one other Element a Chloride, of Sulphur
and another Element a Sulphide, of Iodine and another

Element an Iodide, and so in other cases.

When the (Jxide of a Non-metallic Element unites

with water it forms an acid^ that is a compound which
has a sour taste and reddens litmus. When the Oxide
of a metal combines with water on the other hand it

forms an alkaliy turning the red litmus blue.

When two such compounds, an alkali and acid, are

brought together, their oxides unite, and a more com-
plex compound is formed, which is neither acid nor

alkaline, but neutml ; it is usually soluble and crystal-

lizable, and is called A Salt. Many of the compounds
contained in the soil, ii\manure8, and in food, are salts,

or are built up in the same way. Land Plaster is

i^ide of Calcium (Lime) eomhittod with Sulphuiie
^.
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OxidO) and is hence oaUed Cakiuni SulpbHto^ by th«i

Chemisi ; the same Oxide united with Carbon Dioxide
forms Calcium Carbonate, common Unieetone or chelk.

If the Carbon Dioxide be driven off from this latter by
heat the Calcium Oxide remains as burnt lime ; when
wateilr is tioW added it combines With the Oxide Lud
forms the Alkaline Hydrate. Calcium Oxide United

with Phosphoric Oxide forms Calcium t^hosphlite or

Phosphate of Linie^ Clay consists essentially of Alum^
inium Oxide and Silicic Oxide, that is Alutniuitim

Silicate^ which^ aliho' it corresponds to A salt in cofii^

positiouj 18) like many other Silicates^ not soluble in

wateh
The Eleiaients when in union with eitch Other £llWay§

so exist in definite proportions by weight and volume.

They unite (with Visry few exceptions) ih equal

volumes compared in the gaseous state^ But the

volume or atomic proportion, although always constant

in weight for the same element, is different iti weight

for the different elements. One volume or atomic

proportioh of Hydrogen (which is the lightest element)

is reckoned as weighing 1, and a volume or atomic

proportion of Oxygon weighs 16, one of N. 14, oiie of

Sulphur 32; these are the atomic weights of the

elements resp&^Uvely. Each element has k definite

atomic weight
As the atomic proportion or "dtom'^ of an element has

a definite weight, so a compound also has its definite or

molecular weight. Two atoms or volumes of Hydrogen,

weighing 1 each, unite with one atom or volume of

Oxygen, Weighing 16, to form otte molecule of Water
weighing 18. The molecular weight of a compound is

the sum of the atomic vreights of its constituents.

In Chemical Notation evei'y element is iudieated by
a iSymboli which consists, in most Cases, of the itiitial

letter Of the name of the element^ b» C for Carbon^

\?keM ^Wo <xmoi9 (^Mentd have th^ saAi^ ti^tSlil

V
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(etter, an f^d()itional dUtinctiv^ letWr is ftdded wb»n
Qecoasary, as Ci for Chlorine. Thfi symbol 9^nds for

one atomic proportion, th4t i^ one volqme or *< i^tom/'

of the element ; thia is nmltipUe4 hy placing A small
figure on the right hand side of the symbol, thus, Clg.

A Fo^-muia iA limply formed by placing |iwo or more
symbols together, to ihow tb9 elements of which a
Qompound consists. Thiis HgO is the formn^ for

Water, showing that this compound con^isU of two
Yolumes of Hydrogen and one voluihe of Oxygen ; as

the atomic weight, or weight of pne volume, of liy^ro^

gen is 1| the two atoms will weigh 2, ai)4 As thp

atomic weight of Oxygen is 16, its qnp volume wiU
weigh 1 6 ;—^the formula thus represents to vis the exact

proportions by volume and weight of the elements of

which the compound consists, The use of a phemicol

formula is to show the precise composition of a com-
pound body.

A Chemical Equation consists of two or TfiOf^

formulae, or of at least one formula and two or moro
symbols; its object is to represent what 19 paljed p
*^ reaction," that is a ohangQ in the constitution, or
arrangement of the components, of a compound, or the
formation from free elements of a compound, or the

resolution of a compound more or lep^ completely intp

its elements. Thus, if we place a piece of the element

Imodium in contact with the compound Water, a chemi-

cal change takes place : the podium ^ud water have
combined to form an alkali, but not the whole of the

water, for a g83, 5, is set free, The change is e^plfvift-

ed by the following *' equation :"-^

2 «.0+ ya.5H:3 I)^aQ^-f^,
Which WQ may read thus : two molecules of Hydrogen
Q^ide (water) and two atoms of Sodium, yiiid two
molecules of Sodium Hydrate and two atoms of

^^ Hydrogen. In every 9a«e where the algebraic sign of

> e^ftriily sipjjsi u»4 to a obwnioal e^u^n it w to b^-

r
? <r
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ill. INTRODUCTION,

read, not as '^ equal to/' (which would suppress the

essential idea sought to be conveyed), but as *^ yields" or
** yield " so and so. For examples of chemical formula)

and equations, see foot notes on pages 35, 36, 37.

List of some Chemical Compounds mentioned in this

workf with their fwmuloi.

Water HO
Silica (quartz, sand) Si Oj
Silicic Acid, . . /. SH^CSi O, or H^ Si 0^
Carbon Dioxide (Carbonic Acid Gas) CO
Sulphuric Acid (Oil of Vitriol) Hj, SO^
Phosphoric Oxide (Anhydride) 1*2^5

Phosphoric Acid 3HaO, P^Og, or HjPO.
Calcium Oxide (burnt lime) CaO
Calcium Hydrate (slacked lime) . . CttO,HjO or CaHgOj,
Potassium Oxide KjO
Potassium Hydrate K^O, H^O or KHO
Sodium Oxide Ka^O
Ammonia NHj
Ferrie Oxide Fe^O-
Sodium Chloride (common salt) NaCl
Calcium Carbonate (marble, limestone)

CaO, COj or CaCO, .

Potassium Nitrate (Saltpetre) . .KjO, N^Og orKNO,
Calcium Sulphate (Plaster, anhydrous)

CaO, SOg or Ca SO^
Tri-Calcic Phosphate (bone earth)

3CaO, PjOj or CajPaOg
£i-Calcic Phosphate (Reduced Phosphate)

2CaO HjO, PjOg or Ca^H^, 2 PO ^

Mono-Calcic Phosphate (Superphosphate)

CaO, 2 HjO, PjOj or Ca H„ 2 P 0^
Aluminium Silicate^ hydrated, (Silicate of Alumina,

Clay) AljOj, 2Si O^, 2H2O
Aluminium and Potassium Silicate (Double Silicate of

^

Alumina and Potash) KgO, Al^Oj, 6 SiOj f
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